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OUR LEARNING PORTAL
Our classroom learning portal is once again a huge hit with the students. It is progressing nicely with
this terms topic, physical forces. The students are learning about wind turbines, electricity, power
and motion. Each week more wonderful creations by the students are being added to the portal,
showcasing their creativity, hard work and talent. What an incredible learning environment!

Mrs Rayner is currently organising an excursion to the Crudine Wind Farm for
our students. This will be a wonderful experience for our students to be able to
see real wind turbines. This is just another example of our students gaining a
deeper knowledge of their topic study by visiting museums and sites in the

district. We know everyone really enjoyed yesterday’s visit to Bathurst and
they are certainly excited about the upcoming wind farm excursion.

Health Clinic News
Just a reminder that the GP clinic is on 1st December.
Bookings are essential, you can book an appointment on 6337 8263.
If you feel unwell on the day please call the clinic before
presenting, thank you. Now the weather is warming up please
remember to slip, slop, slap, seek and slide.
Australia has one of the highest rates of skin cancer in the world,

including melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancers. Every year in
Australia skin cancers account for around 80% of all newly diagnosed cancers. Around 2,000 people die from this disease every
year. However, more than 95% of skin cancer cases are caused by
unprotected exposure to UV radiation from the sun, meaning it is a
nearly entirely preventable cancer. So, don't forget to cover up this
summer and be sun wise.
Stay safe everyone,
Fiona
Community Nurse, Hill End

150th Celebrations
Thank you to Maxine & Robert Anderson for this wonderful 1953 Holtermann Festival Banner to
display at the school. You too can contribute to Hill End Public
School’s history by donating or loaning items for display.
If you have something, it could be a book, an ink pen, or marbles,
everything is important in documenting school life.
All items are documented and are safe in locked cabinets.

Diggers
Arts, crafts and lots of activities are back on Fridays with our little Diggers. Imogen and Adalyn
enjoyed a fun filled afternoon with Mrs Rayner and Mrs Kimm. Our little Diggers are also learning
about school life and the routine that they will soon be a part of. All Little Diggers are welcome every
Friday. Come along and join the fun!

facebook.com/det.nsw.edu.au/

